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Parent-Led GCSE Email Support Groups 

We have liaised over the past few days to begin 
to organise some parent-led support groups for 
Years 9, 10 and 11 families.  These groups will 
enable GCSE parents to work together to share 
home-education ideas and to exchange 
information about GCSE set work, website 
resources, etc.  Parents can then set up some 
small learner-support groups that they can 
supervise, possibly using WhatsApp and/or 
Zoom - they can discuss this and decide together 
what sort of support is needed and how best 
they can deliver it.  Friendship and mutual 
support have always been important in our 
home-education groups - but the fact that we 
have been isolated from one another in terms of 
meetings and regular activities in the past year 
has been challenging.  Lucy Thomson (Yr11), 
Jackie Davies (Yr10) and Sarah Roberts (Yr9) 
have kindly agreed to be the contacts for their 
year groups.  An email will follow soon to year-
group parents so they can make contact.        
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CGP Resources - Update 

CGP ordering is still open until tomorrow, Mon 
25th Jan.  To order, log on to the PLACE website, 
click on “Forms” then “CGP Order Form” – you 
will first need to visit the CGP website (NB! 
‘Schools’ option) to get titles, codes and school 
costs for the items you want to order.  Here are 
some CGP items (their range covers all ages): 

 

OCR Gateway Textbooks - Answers 
 

We are in the process of downloading and 
formatting some 100 files from Abdul so that 
GCSE chemistry and physics parents can access 
model answers to the questions in our PLACE 
physics and chemistry loan textbooks.  The 
answers will be available in the coming week once 
uploading and formatting have been completed.  
 

Science Learning – Home-Ed Suggestions 
 

 
A PLACE mum explains how she approaches home 
ed in sciences.  She writes, ‘We both attend all the 
tutorials.  My daughter makes extensive notes 
and engages well by answering up in the classes.  
We have a folder per subject at home where my 
daughter files all her notes.  We review any 
PowerPoints uploaded to the PLACE website on a 
weekly basis – and we also have the OCR Gateway 
textbook in the sessions, which my lass uses to 
follow along.  We do the relevant exercises every 
week from the textbook.  I have purchased CGP 
science workbooks, but my daughter prefers 
“Free Science Workbooks” (click for web link).  
We also use “Free Science lesson” videos, which 
are absolutely brilliant.  They are short and direct.  
We do at least one per week per subject.  

  

https://www.cgpbooks.co.uk/all-products
https://www.freesciencelessons.co.uk/

